
Question Answer(s)
Photography is my hobby.. If I have one camera 
body to shoot an indoor concert or dance show, 
what would be ideal lens focal length range to 
use most of the time?

A few things:

1.  Check restrictions on your ticket for what lens/camera equipment you 
may bring into the concert.  For example, I went to a football game 
(Cardinals) recently and you are not allowed to bring anything longer than 
8".    So check those requirements first.


2. Next, bring the lens with the lowest (widest) aperture possible.  F/2.8 for 
example.


3.  I don't know how far away you are going to be from stage, but 
100-400mm can be a great range if you can use it per #1 and #2 above.  Or 
70-200 f/2.8 is great, assuming #1 and #2 requirements.  


4.  Wide angle is also a great option to capture the stage and audience---so 
it depends on the vision you have for the final images :)

what would you recommend for shooting sled 
dogs?

Anything with good/fast autofocus and high frames per second.

Thanks, yes they are shaded horse arenas that 
host the agility classes.  Yes, D5 available too!

Definitely look at the D5. Or wait a bit longer to see if photogs dump their 
D6’s for the Z9.

Perhaps niave question, but with D500 and D800 
I shoot everything in RAW.  Contemporaries seem 
to all shun JPEG.  Is this a matter of smaller files, 
faster handling?

Every photographer decides what works best for them.

What software/hardware do you use to calibrate 
monitor and printer

Hi Judith- - I use this: X-Rite i1Display Studio Colorimeter

For the histograms, you're looking at each of rgb 
and not hitting the right side with any of them? 
Not just the overall "luminance" or whatever it's 
called?

Hi Paul,

Yes, I look at the luminance, but also the 3 color channels.  You can pull this 
up in your LCD in most cameras as well. And definitely in Photoshop or LR.  
You can clip a color channel (left or right side) just like you can clip a 
luminance histogram

Amy can you show us some examples of the high 
ISO shoots?

http://greatdanephotos.com/shop/events/akc_-_national_events/
2021_akc_agility_invitational-1431/

Any chance either of you will offer workshops on 
color adjustments or color "theory"?

I am going to add this to my list (color adjustments) and I do already have 
color theory on the list for 2022 so stay tuned!!!

Lisa as a Tamron person, any news if they are 
planning RF mount lenses for 2022?

I am unfortunately not provided those details until they are made public. To 
my knowledge, neither are the reps.  They keep that info tightly controlled.  
That said, I personally would be shocked if they weren't considering making 
lenses for mirrorless in their dev plans.  I just don't know anything at this 
point specifically!

Shoot all day.  Edit all night.  On average how 
much time are you spending in post on a single 
photo.

I don’t do any processing until an order is placed. Then I take as much time 
as the photo needs, depending on the product it’s for.

Amy,  I checked you website and did not see any 
dog photography workshops?  Are you plannind 
any in 2022?

I don’t do formal workshops for dog sports. I teach an online class (coming 
later in 2022) and I do in-person mentorships. Email me if you’re interested 
in more details on mentorships. amy@focusyourart.com

Lisa, what are your favorite filters in Topaz Studio 
2 and Nik Color Efex?

I have a TON I love in Topaz and Nik both, but my fav in Nik is Color Effect 
Pro and Silver Effects Pro.  and I love a lot of the stuff in Topaz

Lisa, what do you think of a 18-135mm lens 
(3.8-5.6)

I honestly don't have that lens.  Is it a tamron?

Do you have a preference for monitors? I use BenQ. (Amy)
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Lisa, what are your favorite filters in Topaz Studio 
2 or Impressions and in Nik Color Efex Pro?

I mix and match a LOT :)  I don't know if I have a specific favorite? And I 
love both NIK and TOpaz

Topaz or Photoshop/Lightroom first.  Do you 
sharpen and/or reduce noise before further 
processing in Photoshop or light room or do the 
reverse?

I typically process entirely and then denoise at the end

Do either of you edit with a Wacom tablet?  If yes, 
how do you like it?

I use an XP-Pen... I find it wonderful and half the cost of Wacom.  I Have the 
XP-Pen Artist 22 but I think they have a newer version and various sizes.  
LOVE it

Favorite lab for ordering a canvas from? I use Bay Photo when I print my images.
Amy, in my Canon, the picture style choices are 
either Neutral or faithful... which should I choose?

I would try both and see which one gives you a more accurate reflection of 
the RAW. It’ll take some testing.

Amy, what did you do to take dog show photos 
before cameras had the high ISO capabilities?

I’ve used every Canon flagship digital since the 1D. I have always maxed 
out the ISO and then used as fast a shutter speed as I could get. 

For your focus traps: do you always shoot wide 
open or do you find yourself stopping down a 
little for depth of field leeway?

If I have enough light, I’ll stop down. Outdoors I’m usually at f/4 or f/5.6. 
Indoors I’m always at f/2.8

I am a fairly new R5 owner and have received 
word that I need to do a firmware update. Is this 
complicated? I have never done one before.

Instructions are on the Canon website and it’s really easy.

Is there a big difference between the 1DXM2 and 
M3?  I can get a M2 at a good price.  Thx, Gary

ISO. I use 40,000 on Mk2 and 80,000 on Mk3

Do you adjust your exposure until there are no 
blinkies?

It depends on the scene. I set exposure so there are no blinkies on the 
*most important* highlights.

What essentials are needed for the High Key 
workshop?

It’s on the website. https://community.focusyourart.com/store/category/15-
open-for-registration/

what/ where is the birding workshop that LISA 
will be attending soon…Feb?

Lisa's upcoming conferences: 


SPace Coast (FL) Fest in Feb:  https://scbwf.org/

Outsiders Photo Conf in Kenab, UT:  https://outsidersphoto.com/ (And use 
LANGELL100 as the discount code to save $100)


Out of Chicago (pending) in March: TBD


Florida Birding and Photo Fest (April 2022):  https://
www.floridasbirdingandphotofest.com/

If you could only choose one lens - what focal 
length (or zoom) would you choose?

LOL the 15-800mm f/2.8  with 10 stops of IS :)  

It's SO hard to say because it truly depends on the genre I want to 
photograph.  Action? Sports? WIldlife? Portraits?  All different choices, but 
if I had to choose a single lens, I would choose a zoom lens that covers 
most of what I want to photograph in a given day with the widest aperture 
and best quality

You mentioned the Canon R5 wasn't ready for 
primetime when shooting indoor dog sports.  
What is your thought on the R5 as it relates to 
landscapes and animals in the field/outdoors.

Love it. I use it for both birds and landscapes.

Do you shoot in Auto White Balance or pre select 
a white balance

Mostly auto, but for things like sunsets I tend to adjust my  WB to be 
warmer (i.e., shoot on cloudy or shady or adjust the temp manually).  But 
mostly I am raw

I’m using Topaz a bit to sharpen and denoise, but 
prefer Camera Raw.  Is there a third alternative?

NIK software by DXO also has some options and integrates with PS and 
doesn't prevent you from using TOPAZ :)
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So what camera are you shooting with, Amy?  
Gary

For dog sports, I use Nikon D6 and Canon 1DXM3 — I know both and use 
whatever isn’t needed by the rest of my photo crew.

if you have both Tamron and canon lenses, would 
that require different adapter to go to mirrorless?

No

Ok, I will check your website. I took a session 
with you in the past but when you joined forces 
with Amy I thought you discontinued it.

No it will be available soon! :)

Does your lightroom class include the new 
masking features in Lightroom?

Not the Lightroom Foundations class. Lightroom Next Steps will have that.

I often like the blue hue in snow and ice simply 
because it conveys cold in a fashion so universal, 
people understand immediately...

So true Marc!  It is all about the individual's artistic vision! :)

sorry, was talking about in post-processing Stephanie, try processing by channel and reducing the saturation and/or 
luminance in the Red channel--that may help!

Is there an editing program not quite as extensive 
as photoshop that I could experiment with before 
going into Photoshop?   Or should I just go for 
Photoshop?

Sylvia, you could consider Lightroom or Photoshop Elements!  Elements 
and LR are both a little different than PS, but they are all Adobe products 
and the transitional learning curve should be easier than going to something 
outside of Adobe, such as Corel, Gimp, On1 etc

What do you use for noise reduction? Topaz
Have either of you worked with ICM 
photography?

YES AND I ADORE DOING SO! :)

In the future are you going to offer private lessons 
for things like editing/Photoshop?

Yes I go through step by step in the class a variety of skills--- and you will 
learn a LOT of great stuff, but I also do 1:1 sessions privately if/as needed.

Do you do any phone photography? I had to sell 
all my camera equipment because I couldn’t 
shlep everything around anymore.

Yes I was just talking about this today--- I will put that on the list to teach!

When using Auto ISO, do you set a max number 
like no more than say, 6400? Or no max?

Yes sometimes but I also watch it myself to ensure it's not going to exceed 
my tolerance for what I want the end result to be noise-wise

You’ve recommended i1Display ProCalibrator. Is 
it also a good idea to get the i1 Color checker 
Pro?

Yes!  Those can be very helpful for color accuracy in the field and white 
balance--- and for portraits it's almost a requirement :)

Thinking of going from  Nikon D750 to Mirrorless. 
Recommendations - Z6II vs. Z7II. Shoot 
Landscape, Cityscape, some birds and wildlife.  
OR stick with DSLR and go to D850?

Z6/7 are good for landscapes and cityscapes. Not good for birds and 
wildlife. Depends on what your priority is.
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